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About This Content

The Pyre Original Soundtrack packs close to two hours of original music by Supergiant's award-winning composer and audio
director, Darren Korb. Featuring vocals by Darren Korb and Ashley Barrett, the album also contains bonus material and

arrangements not found in the game.

BONUS! Also included is the Pyre Original Soundtrack Bonus Album Set, containing more than two additional hours of music
by Darren Korb with vocals by Ashley Barrett, divided into two themed albums. 'The White Lute' features acoustic versions of

many of the signature tracks from the game, while 'The Black Mandolin' features a variety of unique renditions of the song
'Never to Return', based on the different triumvirates players confront in the game.

Pyre Original Soundtrack Track List:
1. In the Flame*

2. Downriver
3. Downside Ballad

4. Path to Glory
5. Life Sentence

6. Surviving Exile
7. Forbidden Knowledge

8. Moon-Touched
9. Through the Valley

10. Night Howlers
11. The Herald
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12. Mourning Song*
13. The Eight Scribes
14. Glorious Tradition

15. Flutter Fly
16. Thrash Pack

17. A Step Closer
18. Dirty Deal

19. Sinking Feeling
20. Dread Design

21. Snake Soul
22. Strange Voyage
23. Quest for Honor

24. Knights of the Sea
25. Vagrant Song**
26. Shattered Lands

27. Talon Sheath
28. Sky Dance

29. Certain Plan
30. Grand Ceremony

31. To the Stars
32. The Old Ways

33. Never to Return*
34. Time Passes

35. The Blackwagon
36. Rage of Demons

37. Will of the Scribes
38. New Union

39. Bound Together*

Pyre Original Soundtrack - The White Lute Track List:
1. In the Flame (Acoustic Instrumental)

2. Downside Ballad (Acoustic)
3. Path to Glory (Acoustic)

4. Surviving Exile (Acoustic)
5. Forbidden Knowledge (Acoustic)

6. Moon-Touched (Acoustic)
7. Through the Valley (Acoustic)

8. Night Howlers (Acoustic)
9. The Herald (Acoustic)

10. The Eight Scribes (Acoustic)
11. Glorious Tradition (Acoustic)

12. Flutter Fly (Acoustic)
13. Thrash Pack (Acoustic)

14. A Step Closer (Acoustic)
15. Dirty Deal (Acoustic)

16. Sinking Feeling (Acoustic)
17. Dread Design (Acoustic)

18. Snake Soul (Acoustic)
19. Strange Voyage (Acoustic)
20. Quest for Honor (Acoustic)

21. Knights of the Sea (Acoustic)
22. Vagrant Song (Instrumental)
23. Shattered Lands (Acoustic)

24. Talon Sheath (Acoustic)
25. Sky Dance (Acoustic)
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26. Certain Plan (Acoustic)
27. Grand Ceremony (Acoustic)

28. To the Stars (Acoustic)
29. Never to Return (Acoustic Instrumental)

30. Time Passes (Acoustic)
31. Rage of Demons (Acoustic)

32. Will of the Scribes (Acoustic)

Pyre Original Soundtrack - The Black Mandolin Track List:
1. Never to Return: The Accusers*

2. Never to Return: The Fate*
3. Never to Return: The Dissidents*
4. Never to Return: The Withdrawn*
5. Never to Return: The Pyrehearts*

6. Never to Return: The Essence*
7.Never to Return: The Chastity*
8. Never to Return: The Tempers*

* Featuring Darren Korb and Ashley Barrett
** Featuring Darren Korb
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Clever idea and looks great. it lets me play as an extermination super death empire and i like it. Great skin for my main, love
that the snake taunt is fully playable, sometimes i just chill in the playtest to play it for fun. Plus the rotating colour schemes
(bonus points for having my three fav colours) and the pixel effects are a nice touch
Great skin to buy for Elli mains. I really dig this game! Play sessions are compartmentalized into little bursts... easy to pick up
and play for just a minute at a time. There aren't enough games like this.

The game gets better and better as you play, and the developers did a wonderful job of expanding the game mechanics and
keeping things fresh. I finished the game 100% but it is a feeling like I'm sad to be done, it was that much fun.

I like the streamlined UI which is large, easy to read, and gets you into battle quickly while communicating objectives fast. No
needless BS, slowdowns, animations or clutter, just pure go-time. And the music, sound and presentation are exciting and go
great.

Some have expressed concern about the large graphics and seemingly-cramped play area, but honestly I find that only adds to
the speed, excitement and crispness required for good play.

I got this on sale for $1 and I feel like I ripped them off.. Loved this game as a kid. So happy to find this for a bit of nostalgic
gameplay.. This is fantastic, hopefully the dev will not abondon and steadily improve this.
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Maybe it's just me, but I feel this game is very underrated just like the first one and deserves another look at by the community
if for no other reason then just the soundtrack alone is brilliant, and if I remember correctly consists of music that is similar to
the style of the parody of the musician you are currently dueling. (Spoiler!: look out for the smooth criminal in Hollywood) The
artwork seems to have been improved as well in this version, but the same cheesy humor that is prevalent in the first game is still
here and has only been enhanced. This whole style of dialogue is reminiscient of monkey island, which if you haven't guessed
yet is one of my favorites. Don't buy this game for it's gameplay value unless you really enjoy Rhythm based games such as
guitar hero or Dance dance revolution-esque gaming. However if you appreciate both visual and auditory art then i would
recommend shelling out a few dollars for this lesser-known masterpiece.. fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun someone play
with me and laugh at me as i die xd. nice program if you are streaming or recording videos i couldnt really find any other
purpose and i also dont use the program its still good for its use you can import sounds and make keybinds to play them also its
not too expensive and very easy to use. Easily one of the best workouts you can have in VR, I really like this game... It's got
great presentation and is a simple enough concept that anyone can give it a go... highly recommended!. I like this game..a little
slow but not too bad. Game play and controls are pretty awesome. 8\/10
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